Raman spectra measured in the finger are a combination of backscattered signals induced from incident light. They contain Raman scattering, intrinsic tissue fluorescence and noise.
Introduction
Raman spectroscopy is a promising technique for identifying the molecular composition of materials in human tissue [1] . It is used to measure the substances for quantitative analysis. Recently, quantitative Raman spectroscopy has been recognized as the efficient technique and used in biological tissue for noninvasively measuring concentration of analyte such as glucose.
Raman spectra measured in the target area are a linear combination of materials in human tissues. But it is difficult to measure the concentration of glucose because biological structure in tissue is very complicate and component signals of interest in the Raman spectra aren't accurately separated.
To quantify the level of glucose concentration, many researchers have approached to increase the SNR of glucose in the Raman spectra with various numerical algorithms. First, fluorescence background subtraction methods based on polynomial curve fitting technique have already been presented. Lieber and Mahasevan-Jansen suggested an iterative loop for automated subtraction of fluorescence backgrounds in Raman spectra [2] . And Marc N. LEGER proposed an automated polynomial baseline correction method [3] . Hybrid wavelet decomposition method combined with peak correction method based on first derivative method is published by Yaogai Hu et al. [4] . Classification algorithm based on neural networks and source separation methods such as principle component analysis (PCA) and independent component analysis (ICA) have been proven as an efficient technique to extract the pure chemical spectrum in the Raman spectra [5, 6, 7] .
Raman spectroscopy is a useful tool to provide good molecular specificity. But glucose Raman signal is less 0.3 % of total skin Raman signal [1] . Moreover, Raman spectra from tissues are complicated by shot noise, fluorescence background and spectral overlaps caused by the presence of multiple constituents. Therefore, numerical methods are limited. If the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of target material has fully large, these methods are very efficient tools to extract the spectrum of target material in the spectra of multiple constituents.
In this study, we analyze the effect of perturbing components and find the dominant component to make an error between reference and predicted value in predicting glucose concentration using partial least squares regression (PLSR). Additionally, we propose a new terminology that is the SNR of regression coefficient vector (b-vector). Section 2 is explained to the Raman system to extract base spectrum for simulation, terminology and theory including PLSR, b-vector and SNR of b-vector, simulation method that is about generating the datasets and simulation model. Section 3 is supposed to mention the results of simulation. Finally, Section 4 is that we propose the opinion of simulation study and the research direction in the future.
Methods & Materials

Extraction of base spectrum
Two base spectra for simulation were extracted by customized Raman setup system under in vivo study. To make a personal model, Oral glucose tolerance test (OGTT) was done for two days. This system consisted of 830nm laser, optical parts for beam shape, parabolic mirror, filter, spectrograph and charge-coupled device (CCD). A brief block diagram of the Raman measurement apparatus is present in figure 1.
Figure1. Raman spectroscopic apparatus for non-invasive glucose measurement
Process of generating data sets for simulation
Fluorescence background spectrum (F) is acquired by subtracting the 5 th order polynomial fitted curves or processing 100 points moving average filter from each spectrum in the data sets from our Raman system.
Raman spectrum of the skin tissue (R skin ) comes from various components such as Collagen I, III, Keratin and Triolein in the finger. R skin 's are supposed to subtract F from raw signal. Pure glucose Raman spectrum (R glucose ) is also extracted by subtracting the deionized water from standard solution which is dissolved glucose powder in deionized water. Figure 2 is a process of generating a data set. Figure  2 (a) is a case of having various F's with single R skin and R glucose scaled by reference glucose profile. This case is purpose to analyze the effect of F using PLSR. And the figure 2(b) is a case of having various R skin 's with single F and R glucose scaled by reference glucose profile and it can estimate the effect of R skin in the total Raman spectra. 
Partial least square regression (PLSR)
Raman spectra are a linear combination of various components measured from target area. Spectrum of target material and spectra of interferences except target material generally exhibit substantial spectral overlap. Additionally, there are no distinct Raman peaks. Therefore, multivariate analysis method such as PLSR is needed and it usually uses a full spectrum in the wavenumber axis.
Regression 
Signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the regression coefficients vector (b-vector)
Regression coefficient vector (b-vector) is calculated using the leave-one-out cross-validation process. It can explain the similarity between original spectrum of target material (R glucose ) and portion of R gluose included in the D cal .
There is no evaluation method of b-vector. Generally, we manually estimate the performance of b-vector with its shape or positive/negative region in contrast to the spectrum of target material. We newly suggest that the SNR of b-vector is defined as:
Where A is a correlation coefficient between original spectrum of target material (R glucose ) and b-vector calculated from D cal , m is the mean value. The O is the interpolated signal of b-vector, and the R is a residual signal which is yielded by subtracting the O from bvector. This term has an arbitrary unit
The SNR of b-vector has a meaning that A can describe the correlation relation between target material and bvector. b-vector is numerically separated into signal (O) and noise (R).
Simulation model
Raman spectra are a linear combination of each component. We assumed that total Raman spectrum (X) are consist of F, R glucose , R skin , random noise (RN) and unknown spectrum from other components (R unknown )
Where RN is the constant and it usually comes from shot noise. R unknown 's are related with systematic variations and unknown materials and also isolated at this simulation because these components are difficult to separate and control.
Results
Analysis for the effect of fluorescence background signal (F)
This is the purpose to analyze the effect of F using PLSR. We generated two data sets such as figure2 (a). Two in-vivo data sets are based on different F. By adding a same R skin to all different background spectra, we can get new data sets which only change F's.
Imperfection of the 5 th order polynomial fit subtraction method results in large variations after background subtraction.
However, the offset error between reference and predicted glucose level can't be shown if R skin 's of two data sets are the same (Figure 3 ). PLSR can remove the effect of variation although R glucose doesn't correlate with the glucose level.
Figure3. Simulation and prediction results of 3.1 (a) Data set 1: background subtraction using the 5 th order polynomial fit (b) Data set 2: background subtraction using 5 th order polynomial fit (c) Build up calibration model with data set 1 and predict the target value with spectral intensity in dataset 2 (d) Build up calibration model with data set 2 and predict the target value with spectral intensity in dataset 1
We also study the effect of R skin using PLSR. We generated two datasets such as figure2 (b). Two different Raman spectra of skin tissue are added to the same F's.
If R skin 's of two data sets are different, the offset error between reference and predicted glucose level can be occurred although fluorescence background is almost perfectly removed by the 5 th order polynomial fit subtraction. Therefore, difference of R skin 's is mainly perturbing component to cause the error. The purpose of this simulation is to find the effect of perturbing components to make an error at the certain level of SNR of b-vector.
Data sets for simulation were based on the SNR of bvector generated using the equation (1) except A and its range is 0.4±5% ~ 3.0±5% and RN is constant. Table 1 is the predicted results with PLSR. SNR1 is the SNR of b-vector of the generated data for simulation and SNR2 is the SNR of b-vector calculated by eq (1).
When a data set was generating according to figure 2, the X means that spectrum has only one spectrum in the data set and the O also have spectra as the number of reference value in the data set. If the number of reference concentration in the data set is fifty in generating the F, the X in the F has only one spectrum in the data set and the O is supposed to have fifty F's.
From the number of 5, 12, 19 and 26 in table 1, data set has a same the SNR of b-vector and various conditions of the F, R skin . We can estimate that R skin is the main perturbing component to make an error in case of 5 and 12 and F can be eliminated with the 5 th order polynomial fit subtraction in comparing with 12 and 26 or 5 and 19 ( Figure 5 ). The variation of R skin mostly comes from dayby-day placement error. Metabolic variation in skin tissue is almost constant and doesn't change. Therefore, we are finding possible solutions which remove day-by-day placement error and compensate the difference of skin tissue Raman spectra by new numerical algorithms.
The effect of the SNR of b-vector is explained by the 1, 3, 5 and 7 in table 1. In case of 1 and 3, Clarke's error grid analysis (CEGA) result in dispersed distribution. The slope of distribution is very low. The b-vector wasn't correlated with the glucose spectrum in the calibration model. However, if the SNR of b-vector is larger than the case of 1 and 3, distribution of the CEGA shows dense and the slope is close to 1 ( Figure 6 ). The SNR of bvector is mainly correlated with the prediction result and the portion of glucose spectrum in the dataset. Relation between mean absolute error (MAE, [%] ) and the SNR of b-vector is displayed in the figure 7. The MAE is well fitted in case of having above 10% and R 2 is 0.8715. The case above 10% in the MAE is insufficient to fulfill the FDA approval and it needs to improve the performance of prediction. Therefore, the SNR of bvector is useful term to give a message which is proper to or insufficient to predict. We propose that the SNR of bvector is an efficient term to estimate the property of dataset and performance of prediction and give a feedback about prediction result. 
Conclusion & Discussion
The objective of this study is to apply the PLSR to simulate the effect of F and R skin in analyzing the glucose level in Raman spectra. F is mostly eliminated to apply the polynomial fit subtraction and R is a dominant component to make an error. But the SNR of b-vector is very important parameter to estimate the performance of prediction for the target value. In figure 6(a) and (b) , the result of CEGA shows that polynomial fit subtraction is insufficient to predict. This result means that numerical algorithm is efficient to have an enough portion of target value using the PLSR. So, this case needs to increase the SNR of b-vector. Consequently, the SNR of b-vector is helpful term to give a feedback the property of dataset and performance of prediction and it can use reference standard to evaluate the performance in the experiment or in vivo study. Furthermore, we need to generalize the SNR of b-vector and improve the accuracy to use as universal term.
To quantify the glucose level, we have approached to increase the SNR of glucose in the Raman spectra or reduce the perturbing effects to make errors.
